Welcome to the first issue_ of
"ABfB"I We are starting this project as a
loose collective consistig mostly of polish
and lithuanian activists so don't be surprised that this first issue will be dominated by
informations from these regions. However
It seems that different activists from
Belarus, Latvia, Russia and Czech will also
contribute to this project in the near future.
As "an anarchist courier from Eastern
Europa" every perspective from Zagreb to
St.Petersburg is important to this newsletter. We hope this paper will develops into a
perminant publication and that following
Issues could contain more info on anarchist
activities in such places as Estonia, Ukrain,
Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria. To not let
this project rise above our editorial and
organizational capabilities we have chosen
to develops it slowely, step by step. The
same limitations apply to the freqancy of
"ABIB". Our original goal was to publish

ona monthly basis but for now we have
decided that bi-monthly is more realistic.
Followwing issues should appear in february, april and june but maybe by summer
we will reach our goal of a monthly newsletter. To be honest we are not entirely
sure what kind of character "ABIB" will take
on in the end. Basically we want to present
deverse forms of activity through different
kind of reports - all from an anarchist perspective. The kind of reports (general
scene updates, presentation of groups and
their activities, analysis of actions, different
statements, short infos ...) will be in future
issues depends mostly on what will be
sent to us. We are still building up the most
efective network of distribution for ABIB"
(including free copies for anarchist prisoners all over Europe) so if you think you
could help us with it in anyway please let
us know. It may be interesting for some
why "ABIB" is written in a simple form of
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ANARCHIST BLACK ACROS S
ABC-CSAF

ABC-CSAF Is an Initiative which helps, mostly by
money support, to the anarchists and others radical
left-wing activists , who are dogged by the state
power. Further activities of the ABC are sending protest e-mails letters and faxes and organising demonstrations and pickets in front of embassies, Ministry
of (ln)Justlce etc.
The costs for defence of accused comrades are very
huge. ABC Is the anarchist Initiative, so we do not
take any money from a grants (apart from clear fact
that nobody offer It to us) or from non-government
organisations. Essential origin of our finance Is just
we ourselves - the ordinary activist.
Please, contribute to activity of Anarchist Black
Cross. Also a little money will helpl Mind that tomorrow you could be on the spot of person, which we will
help. Contact us for details ...
ABC-CSAF
c/o P.H.
P.O.Box 41
565 01 Chocen
Czech republic
abc@csaf.cz
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, as it is against capitalism, is '

recent attempts by Eu
( e.g. Europol in Spain 2001
criminalise the anarchist movement must be
opposed by all revolutionaries. We respect the
zyxwvut
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of ways people resist government violence and terrorism, and wil support those A meeting during the anti-border camp in Krynki (Polish/Belarus border) saw the
incarceratedby 1he slate. We strive to provide creation of a new Anarchist Black Cross network in Poland. The new network will
practicaland malerial ail for class struggle pi act in full cooperation with the existing one, but on slightly different rules. The meeting decided that ABC groups should be more autonomous and that network
soners and to encoura ge support for 1hem.
should have more new and elaborate ways of doing things. This was decided
The network respects the autonomy of each
because the old network doesn't seem to work too effective in the opinion of some
people. Out now is the first issue of the NABAT bulletin. The bulletin is a supplement to the main bi/tri-annual Polish ABC bulletin.

New ABC - network in

WRITE LETTERS TO PRISONERS:
TOMASZ WILKOSZEWSKI, Zaklad Karny, Orzechowa 5
_

o Sieradz, Poland In 1997 Tomek Wilkoszewski was sent enn prison for taking pant in a fight, in whi ch a nazi skinn extremely severe punishment for a person that has
never broken the law before and who had been earlier terrorised for a
long time by the local nazis without any reaction of the police. Now
Tomek has still 10 years of his sentence left. It means for him spending
about 3700 identical days with hard work being the only variety. He has
only one hour for a walk during a day and three hours for a meeting
with his family or friends a month. In order to avoid a nervous bre ak took up education. In prison he finished
cessfully passed his matriculation exam. He
1 studies, however it is likely that the admlm down his request as nowadays there is
re conditions of serving one's sentence.
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If you publish or distribute a zine, CDs or T-shirts, send one to Tomek
by mail on the prison's address. You may also write to Tomek; he Is
happy to receive every letter, though he may not be able to respond
quickly. You may also visit the website: www.wllkoszewskl.w.pl

JABOSLAW IZYKOWSKI - Zaklad Karny, ulica Wiezienn a 6
56- 100 Wolow, Poland Jarek 'Sruba' Is a punk from Wroclaw,
who in November 1999 was sentenced to three years and six months
of imprisonment. He was charged with beating and robbing a policeman on basis of proofs falsified by the police and depositions of fake
witnesses. Two other people were also sentenced to two years and
six months on the sam e charges and in the same circumstances as
Jarek. One of them has already left prison. We have no Information
about the other one.

GLIKLICHul.Chrobrego
400 Cleszyn, Poland Another case Is the one of Klaudiusz Gliklich, who
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comes from Pszczyna. In November 1991, being attacked by three skin·
heads he efficiently defended himself. In the result, two of the aggressors
received injuries. Afterwards, Klaudlusz was stopped and arrested by the
police. As a result of false depositions of the skinheads he was charged
with 1/robberyll and sentenced to six years In prison. After serving 2 years
and 9 months of the sentence he was released on parole. He was given
supervision of the curator for the condltlonal/y released person who turned
out to be a former nationalist from Pszczyna. He was making Klaudiusz's
life hard as much as he could. Eventually, being provoked by the curator,
Klaudiusz hit him. In May 1997 his parole was cancelled and Klaudlusz
returned to prison for the rest of his sentence. During his stay In prison
Klaudlusz beat a guard and received another sentence. Since then he
remains in prison.
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# Nazi troubles in Bialystok. In Bialystok
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there has been a resurgence of Nazi activity.
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action was organi zed by the Revolutionary
Collective of 9th November, consistin g of
young students and workers. With using network and help of Czechoslovak Anarchist
Federation the acti on has been prepared as a
part of the PGA Global day of action against
WT O. The day before a video evening with
Seattle and Genoa films, where the actions
and strategy of the movement should have
been discussed, was also disturbed by the
police. All the major cities in the country
were covered with posters explaining and
refusing the corporate medi a mani pulation
and the neoliberal myths about endless economi cgrowth, unemployment and poverty. State
and capitalism cannot be reformed was mentioned there, too.
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BANDS:
DEVIATION - play smth. 'bout polit punk/he/folk/reggae. Have 2 old.
records + one brand new alb um "Guerilla Urb ane" - powerf ul & pol.
cal P.0.BO X 64 Grodno 230010/ buntwma@ma1l.ru
.
CONTRA LA CONTRA - hc in PARAGRAF 119 & AMEN 81 style With
fe-/male vo & really good political lyrics. The only belarusan DIY
band which toured farther than poland •

MY ADDRESS:
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Several contacts with anarcho-feminists groups from Po anzyxwvutsrq
BARBIE WAR
Karol/na Borkowska, u/.Nowowlejska 6/45, 11-500 Glzycko, Poland.
CZARNE PONCZOCHY (BLACK TIGHTS)
p.o.box17, 87-100 Torun 2, Poland

CZARNE StOSTRY IBLA CK SISTERSzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedc
I

Pietruszka, p.o.box47, Miedzyrzec Podlaskl, Poland.

DISCO ANGELS

Kobieca Niezalezna Grupa Artystyczna, po box 145, 02-792zyxwvutsrqp
W ars zaw a 78, Poland.
EKO-FEMINA
Anna Pietruszka, ul.Kalenkiewicza 15/13, 82-300 Elblag, Poland.

EMANC
YPUNX
po box145, 02-792 Warszawa 78, Poland
www.emancypunx.prv.pl
FEMINA FRONT
Alina Synakiewicz, ul.Parkowa 84b/16, Grudziac, Poland.
KONSOLA
Marta Maciejewska, ul.Newtona 12al35, 60-161 Poznan, Poland.
K.U.R .W .A .

(Koedukacyjna Unia Rewolucyjno Wyzwolenczo Anarchistyczna Anarchist Revolutionary Libertarian Co-education Union)
k.u.r.w.a@ahoj.plzyxwvutsrqpon

STBZYGA
Rozbrat, po box5, 60-966 Poznan 31, Poland.
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(CSAR)zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDC
CSAF is an anti-authoritarian
organisation of free-minded
people, who do not intend to
acquiesce with a present social
order based above all on tw0
props of compression and exploitation - the state and the capitalism. We are not just negativist,
who only manage to criticise
outward as well as retired
defects. We also try to actively
propagate our alternative vision
of freedom and self-government
society. We would like to sponsor the creation of a society
where people mutualy respect
and create their own agreements
and where people decide for
themselves what to produce and
grow. We would like to help create the conditions for self-determination with respect to the
freedom of all people. We want
equality, solidarity and a sustainable way of life instead of a
sustainable growth. We would
like to bring about a change of
attitude towards the Earth - people are a part of it, not its master.
In a non-exploitative society
people can work fewer hours
while having more time for selfeducation, relaxation and social
activities. We want international
solidarity and cooperation o
people all over the world.zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

CSAF
P.O.Box 223
111 21 Praha 1
Czech republic
intersec@csaf.czzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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T here are also political actions happening in Vilnius. In last December for a first time in Lithuania there was
an anti-fur action. A big company put on a fashion show in a theater with a countries rich and elite as their
audience. Even a president attended. T he demonstration in fr ont of the theater where people udlced their distaste for fur industry with banners and flyers was written up in every newspaper. T he head of company even

accused the protestors to be payed by his competit ors or some political part y. Some art icles were actuallyzyxwvutsrq
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positive to the demonstrators.

•

In May in Vilnius there was an anti-mil itary demo during NATO's parlamentary assembly. More then 150 persons took
part in illegal! manifestation. T he police did not intervence but demo was attended by many civil polic e as well a
being filmed. After the _right-wing newspapers wrote that the action was organized by Russian special service an;
that only Junkies, satanists and the homeless people attended. Later some organizers had problems In where they

work.

There were also two solidarity actions with Genua events. In first one person was spray painted "Carlos Rip"
near the Italian Ambassy. A month after Carlo Giuliani death, as a part of a Global Action Day, people handed
out flyers and mourn ed with his picture and candles again near the embassy. T his second action was organized by anarcho-punx and anarchist collective called RED BRIGADEZ . T his group made also a funny action
against local Telecom which holds monopoly over telephone buisness in whole country - public phones all
over Vilnius were "secured" with condoms.

l ytif.:no,s

T he lithuanian animal friends made an anti-circus action. A famous russian animal circus came to Vilnius and

•• ••• 20 poop:•,'tted In front of the venue

with

,ay'.,.. n b,t not to,

animals" and "Humen rights = Animals rights". Activists gave flayers and talked with families which came to the
show, There was also a fire- show to give an example that circus can be fun without animals too. A few families listened to protestors and decided not to atteded the circus. The same action was repeated two day later but police Intervention stopped it from being so effective.
d most of activities are concentrated in capitol city of Vilnius. Some years ago underground
was

,

mng, there were some bands, clubs and big festivals what dlsapeared at the
Intensive exchange of informations

with

various groups and persons from abro-

nd) what brought a fresh wind to the local anarchist/anarcho-p unk scene .
.hardcore.lt - It is the best source of what Is going on In Vilnius and Lithuania
I the contacts there as well.
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